The ability of RNA molecules to selectively and efficiently catalyze complex chemical transformation has vast implications. Our understanding of the mechanisms of RNA catalysis have been greatly advanced by the study of small nucleolytic RNA enzymes, or ribozymes, that have evolved naturally in viruses and living organisms, or artificially through high-throughput in vitro selection techniques [1] . Experimental structural and mechanistic work, along with computational simulations have provided deep insight into the mechanism of these model ribozyme systems. Very recently, there has been a surge in progress in the determination of crystallographic structures of ribozymes [2-6] that have provided a departure point for theoretical investigations that aim to bridge the gap between structural and mechanistic measurements, and provide a detailed dynamical picture of mechanism at atomic-level resolution. In this way, molecular simulations have the potential to unify the interpretations of a broad range of experimental data and establish a consensus view of mechanism [7] . Ultimately, multiscale simulations, together with experiments, afford the tools needed to gain predictive insight into catalysis, including control factors that regulate selectivity and reactivity, that may guide rational design efforts.
The ability of RNA molecules to selectively and efficiently catalyze complex chemical transformation has vast implications. Our understanding of the mechanisms of RNA catalysis have been greatly advanced by the study of small nucleolytic RNA enzymes, or ribozymes, that have evolved naturally in viruses and living organisms, or artificially through high-throughput in vitro selection techniques [1] . Experimental structural and mechanistic work, along with computational simulations have provided deep insight into the mechanism of these model ribozyme systems. Very recently, there has been a surge in progress in the determination of crystallographic structures of ribozymes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] that have provided a departure point for theoretical investigations that aim to bridge the gap between structural and mechanistic measurements, and provide a detailed dynamical picture of mechanism at atomic-level resolution. In this way, molecular simulations have the potential to unify the interpretations of a broad range of experimental data and establish a consensus view of mechanism [7] . Ultimately, multiscale simulations, together with experiments, afford the tools needed to gain predictive insight into catalysis, including control factors that regulate selectivity and reactivity, that may guide rational design efforts.
In the present work, results from multiscale molecular simulations are presented for a series of ribozymes for which crystallographic data has recently become available, including the twister [2] , Varkud satallite virus (VS) [3] and pistol [4] ribozymes. These results uncover recurring themes, as well as new twists, in the catalytic strategies taken by ribozymes that are apparent only when broadly analyzing their structure, biochemical characterization and detailed mechanisms predicted by molecular simulations. The interpretations of experimental data afforded by new multiscale molecular simulation results uncover general principles and provide predictive insight into the catalytic mechanisms of nucleolytic ribozymes that may guide rational design efforts.
My recent research contributions to catalysis by ribozymes in molecular machines
Recently we have made several major advances in the development of multiscale quantum models for biocatalysis simulations that allow new insight to be obtained into the mechanisms of RNA catalysis. Briefly, these advances include the development of: (1) ab initio combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) simulation methods [9] capable of treating rigorous long-range electrostatic interactions under periodic boundary conditions most commonly used to mimic aqueous solution; (2) robust methods for sampling [10] and free energy analysis [11] that allow multidimensional free energy landscapes to be calculated reliably and efficiently; (3) new models for divalent metal ions that accurately describe interactions with nucleic acids [12] in long-time molecular dynamics simulations of ribozyme systems [8, 13] . Together, these advances have made possible the mechanistic study of newly discovered ribozymes that have allowed recurring themes and new twists in the catalytic strategies of nucleolytic ribozymes to emerge [7] .
As an example, recent study of the twister ribozyme [8] that has no specific divalent metal ion requirement in catalysis, and combined QM/MM simulations suggest that the active site employs a novel mode of general acid catalysis involving protonation at the N3 position of adenine. Despite this new twist, the twister ribozyme active site architecture determined by molecular simulations bears remarkable resemblance to that of the hairpin [6] and VS [3] ribozymes; two other well-studied nucleolytic ribozymes that have no explicit divalent metal ion requirements for catalysis [14] . Specifically, the active site architecture of these ribozymes has an L-platform scaffold [14] that positions a guanine residue implicated as a general base, and is locked into place by hydrogen bonding with an L-anchor (Fig. 1) . The pistol ribozyme [4] , on the other hand, is a newly discovered ribozyme that has explicit divalent metal ion requirements for catalysis under near-physiological salt conditions, and has a mechanism that has stark similarities to the hammerhead ribozyme [5] . The hammerhead and pistol ribozymes share a similar L-platform scaffold as observed in the twister, hairpin and VS ribozymes, but instead of the L-anchor region that hydrogen bonds with the L-platform, these ribozymes contain a divalent metal ion binding pocket (the L-pocket) that positions a metal ion that assists in catalysis. Taken together, these results support the notion that the catalytic strategies of nucleolytic ribozymes may follow a few simple guiding principles, a detailed understanding of which may ultimately guide rational design efforts. 
Outlook to future developments of research on catalysis by ribozymes in molecular machines
The future of mechanistic research into catalytic mechanisms of ribozymes is bright indeed. The recent success of theoretical models build upon advances in experimental high-throughput methods, and structural and biochemical characterization of ribozymes. Key to pushing the boundaries of our understanding of these catalytic molecular machines is the close interplay of theory an experiment. Theoretical studies must be pressed to go beyond validation of existing experimental data to make experimentally testable predictions. At the same time, the experimental community should begin to more broadly embrace serious theoretical work and make effort to carry out new experiments motivated by results from realistic physical and chemical models. Finally, the scientific community should work to develop new ways of integrating the information gained by experiment and theory into the rational design pipeline to facilitate discovery.
